Restoring hearing with active hearing implants.
Due to shortcomings of conventional hearing aid technology, such as unsatisfactory sound quality due to limited frequency range and undesired distortion, occlusion of the outer ear canal, and acoustic feedback with high amplification, but also psychological aspects of stigmatization, a significant of patients in need of hearing aids are actually not wearing them. Active hearing implants can be distinguished in: (1) impedance transformation implants (ITI), (2) cochlear amplifier implants (CAI), (3) cochlear implants (CI), and (4) brain stem implants (BSI). Whereas ITI are designed for patients with middle ear hearing loss, CAI are intended to restore hearing in patients with inner ear hearing loss. Advantages of CAI may be: (1) improved sound fidelity, (2) no occlusion of the outer ear canal, (3) no feedback, and (4) invisibility. However, not all features are true for every device. CI replace inner ear function in deaf or almost deaf patients. This article gives an overview on the range of active hearing implants to restore hearing and outlines the future use of computer and robot aided surgery.